Photos caught "From Your Lenz" Day 2

Periodic (Table) Spelling Test.
BHS Art Project at Convention
Handlebar Magnificence
Marketplace Tag Time
A unique kind of Gold Medal here at BHS SLC
Jim Clark and Jackson Niebrukgge, of Westminster Chorus in California, caught at BHS SLC 2019

Now THAT’s dedication to ‘Pole-Art’
Marketplace Goodies
WOW! Such bargains at BHS Marketplace !!!
This perspective gives the SL Assembly Hall look kind-of-like ‘Kermit the Frog’ ... doesn’t it?
Can there ever be too many tags??? Obviously, YES!
BHS Quartet “Young Guns” caught riding the SLC TRAX ... enroute to a Convention medal ?? Remember, you heard it here first!
A Salt Lake City Landmark, Union Pacific Station near the Gateway Mall ... it is now an amazing historical museum. Go visit !!